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Abstract 
When the laser light of high optical coherence is launched into various optical fibers, such as a single-mode fiber, a multimode 
fiber, and a polarization-maintaining fiber, the observed optical patterns exhibit fragmented speckles due to the field interference 
of higher-order modes. Hence, the coherent laser light imaging system cannot be exploited to observe high-quality fiber cross-
sectional images. By putting a rotating diffuser directly on the laser beam, the original coherent speckled light spots at the fiber 
output endfaces could be smeared out efficiently and easily. Using the low coherence transformed laser light, we can thus obtain 
uniform fiber cross-sectional images and clear information for the tiny index structures in the specialty optical fibers. 
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1. Introduction 
We have ever reported [1] that when a coherent laser beam was launched into a multimode optical fiber, the 
optical pattern at the fiber output endface would exhibit fragmented light spots or speckles [2] due to the field 
interference of higher-order modes. We tried to control the optical coherence of the incident laser beam by placing a 
rotating diffuser in the neighborhood of the focal point of the focused laser beam. When the optical coherence was 
reduced to a lower degree, the fiber cladding became brighter and smoother due to the diffraction and penetration of 
the scattered fluctuating tiny light spots which were coupled into the fiber core. As a result, we could obtain a cross-
sectional image of higher brightness and uniformity for the multimode fiber using an artificial low coherence light 
source [1]. 
Here, we report another simplified experimental setup in which the laser beam is launched directly on a rotating 
diffuser [3] such that we can obtain a low coherence transformed laser light beam without the need of expanding and 
focusing the laser beam before inserting the rotating diffuser into the setup [1]. The original coherent speckled light 
spots at the output endfaces of various specialty optical fibers could be smeared out efficiently and easily by putting 
a rotating diffuser directly on the laser beam. We can thus obtain higher-quality fiber cross-sectional images using 
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the low coherence transformed laser light. Another technique of piezoelectric-based optical fiber spatial mode 
scrambling [4] can also be used to improve the beam uniformity, but it can deform the tiny index structure of the test 
fiber fast and randomly, prohibiting the observation of a unique optical pattern at the fiber output endface. 
By transforming the input laser light into a partially incoherent light source, we can enhance the output beam 
uniformity as well as improve the fiber cross-sectional imaging [1]. This approach can also improve the fiber index 
profiling [5]. In addition, it provides another practical solution for the fiber based medical imaging, disease 
diagnosis, and fiber based optical trapping [6-8]. Besides, through the partially incoherent stroboscopic light 
imaging technique, relatively high precision of in-plane vibration characterization of the microelectromechanical 
systems can also be achieved [9]. 
2. Fiber cross-sectional imaging by coherent laser light 
The experimental setup used in this section is shown in Fig. 1. We first focus a continuous-wave linearly 
polarized coherent He-Ne laser light beam (wavelength = 632.8 nm) by a 20X microscope objective (MO) lens into 
a test fiber (fiber length § 6 cm). The transmitted light from the fiber output endface is projected onto a CCD camera 
(Newport, LBP-3-USB) through another 10X MO which acts as an imaging lens. We take a single-mode optical 
fiber (POFC, SMF 130V), a multimode optical fiber (Thorlabs, AFS-50/125), and a polarization-maintaining optical 
fiber (3M, FS-PM-7811) to test the mode patterns, respectively. Figure 2 shows the observed fiber cross-sectional 
images. When the laser light of high optical coherence is launched into the test fiber, the observed optical pattern 
exhibits fragmented optical speckles due to the field interference of higher-order modes [1]. Hence, the coherent 
laser light imaging system cannot be exploited to observe high-quality fiber cross-sectional images. 
 
 
Fig. 1. The configuration of the experimental setup for coupling a coherent laser light beam into a test fiber and observing 
the fiber cross-sectional image. PC, personal computer; CCD, charge coupled device. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) (c)  
Fig. 2. The observed cross-sectional images of (a) the single-mode fiber, (b) the multimode fiber, and (c) the polarization-
maintaining fiber when the coherent laser light is coupled into the test fiber. 
3. Fiber cross-sectional imaging by low coherence transformed laser light 
To solve the problems in the fiber cross-sectional imaging by coherent laser light, we therefore try to transform 
the laser light source by greatly reducing its optical coherence [1]. Figure 3 shows the experimental setup used to 
transform the incident coherent light source into a partially incoherent light source, and demonstrates how to couple 
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this low coherence transformed laser light beam into the test fiber. We first pass the He-Ne laser beam directly 
through a semi-transparent diffuser [3,9]. After transmitting the diffuser, the laser beam is scattered into many tiny 
light spots. When the diffuser is rotating, all the light spots will move randomly such that the averaged light 
intensity appears to be smoothly distributed and statistically stationary. The optical coherence of the scattered 
fluctuating light beam will decrease significantly for the sake of the strong instantaneous beam fragmentation. In the 
following, we use the first MO (10X) to collimate the central part of the scattered diffracting light beam, and then 
use the second MO (20X) to focus and couple the collected low coherence transformed laser light into the test fiber. 
At last, the cross-sectional image at the fiber output endface is projected onto a CCD camera by the third MO (10X) 
which acts as an imaging lens. 
The observed cross-sectional images of the test fibers when using the low coherence transformed laser light are 
shown in Fig. 4 and reveal that the fiber cross-sectional images turn to be smoother and clearer due to the scattering 
and rotation of the diffuser. Our proposed imaging technique using the low coherence transformed laser light can 
excite many higher-order modes simultaneously in the fiber cladding, and thus we can obtain a bright and uniform 
fiber cross-sectional image by fast moving all the fragmented tiny light spots with the rotating diffuser [1]. The 
superposition of many fast fluctuating higher-order modes in the fiber core and fiber cladding forms a unique 
statistically averaged optical pattern, overcoming the difficulty when using the coherent laser light imaging system. 
All the index structures, which have different doping concentrations (or various core sizes), of the various optical 
fibers under test can now be viewed clearly. 
 
 
Fig. 3. The configuration of the experimental setup for coupling a low coherence transformed laser light beam into a test 
fiber and observing the fiber cross-sectional image. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) (c)  
Fig. 4. The observed cross-sectional images of (a) the single-mode fiber, (b) the multimode fiber, and (c) the polarization-
maintaining fiber when the low coherence transformed laser light is coupled into the test fiber. 
4. Fiber cross-sectional imaging by the other light source and imaging system 
Figure 5 shows the observed fiber cross-sectional images by a reflective white light optical microscope using the 
incoherent halogen lamp light as the illumination source. Owing to the reflectivity difference between the fiber 
structures with different refractive indices (or different material compositions), the observed cross-sectional images 
of the multimode fiber [Fig. 5(b)] and the polarization-maintaining fiber [Fig. 5(c)] look rather clear and distinct. 
Nevertheless, the accumulated optical intensity of the reflected light from the tiny fiber core of the single-mode fiber 
is very weak compared with that from the much broader fiber cladding such that the fiber core index structure of the 
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single-mode fiber looks very vague [Fig. 5(a)]. This example illustrates implicitly the advantage of using the 
proposed single-wavelength low coherence transformed laser light imaging system in observing the cross-sectional 
images and averaged optical patterns of various specialty optical fibers with tiny index structures (or sparse material 
component variations). Therefore the proposed imaging technique can also be applied to other types of specialty 
optical fibers, such as the photonic crystal fibers [10]. 
 
(a) 
 
 (b) (c) 
Fig. 5. The observed cross-sectional images of (a) the single-mode fiber, (b) the multimode fiber, and (c) the polarization-
maintaining fiber when using the reflective white light optical microscope.  
5. Conclusion 
We have successfully measured the higher-quality cross-sectional images of a single-mode fiber, a multimode 
fiber, and a polarization-maintaining fiber, respectively, using the low coherence transformed laser light. We have 
also compared the observed fiber cross-sectional images with those taken by other light sources or imaging systems. 
This simple approach can efficiently improve the brightness and uniformity of the fiber cross-sectional images. In 
comparison with the reflective white light optical microscope, the observed cross-sectional images and averaged 
optical patterns using the low coherence transformed laser light can provide clearer information for the tiny index 
structures in the specialty optical fibers. The proposed approach is also very useful in the specialty optical 
waveguide mode-pattern survey when using a wavelength tunable laser light source. 
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